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Review.

Shery's convergence thm):

Let (Fu) be a sequence ofDEs with CFs Gr. Suppose that

him 4n(0) =g(a)

for some function 9:R- D. Furthermore, suppose I is its at 0=0.

Then FnEfor some of Fon 1and9 =9F.

33.3. The central limit theorem.

Thi 3.11 (9hT) Let (Xr) be an i.c.d. sequence of
r.Vs with

E(Xn)=0 and Var(Xn) =8?
Write Sn=Xi+in+Xn. Then for anycct1,

P(x) -Dx: =)ey
as ntro.

Istandard normal distribution).



To prove the CLT, we give some lemmas.

Lem3. 12. The CF 9 ofthe standard normal distribution is given by

9(0) =eO?

Pf. Notice thatby def,

9(0) =Speio **dx.

g%0s-Si ixe"o"e"* de

-> (, eind(e*)

-Spin e2)deiox I integration bypart)

jOx -xYz
-Si-oe e dX

=

- 09(0)

Hence (Ing(0))'=- 0 ->9(0) =>90%.

But 9(0) =1. So G(0) =-0.

#



Lem 3.13. For n=0, ...and CEIR, write

RuC =eix-en
Then

1Rukcs1 >min) , 3.

Pf. Notice that

Ro(x) =eYY- 1 = S"jei dy.
From these two expressions are obtain

(Rocsl I minds, 1x1 3.

Since

Rux) =S"i RniSY) by for 221,

we obtain the desired inequality byinduction.

Lem 3. 14. For IEK Y,

1 log(1+2) - z) < 1Z1.

Pf. log( 2) - z =1*dw
=2*



Hence (log(z) - z1 =IGR So* 2tdt =121.

Pf of the CLT:

Let 9 denote the CF of X. Recall that EX=0, EX=5?

Then 9(0) -(n = 25304

=Selodqe-(( jox + x") drex
=(Ra)Ex) d4(x)

ByLem 3.13,

/Ra(oxs 1 =minG 2R, S
= A2 min) k1, 3.

It follows that

1910) - (1 - 823) 2.) min[r,*]d4(X)
Bythe DCT, dso/min[kI,d4(x) = 0.
Itfollows that

9(0) =1 -5 +0/04.



n

Note that

I-
(0) =9))

=(1 -

5+0D)*
Henc

log 9(0) =a log(1 -+ol)

By1em 3.14,

log(1 - 5+0(2)) - - 0()
=>a()

Hence

a log(1- +0(i) -> -**

That is,

910) -to

ByLery's convergence thm,

P(f(x) ->Ex).



Remark:Pairwise independence is good enough for
the SLLN. However it is not good enough

for the ChT, see the example below.

-ample Let5... 5n,"be i.idwith

P(5i =1) =P(3i =- 1) =5.

SetSan =3,( 132) (1+53) ... (1+Snxi)

-So with probatein
Notice thatSan is the sum of2" rvis

3,5,32,3133,") the terms inthe expansion

of the product in defining Sail
which are pairwise independent, each ofthem has the

same distribution as 5%.

clearsal distrion,does not converge weaklyto the standard



· The followingresultgives the rate of convergence in the CLT

Thm 3.15. (Berry-Esseen Thm).

LetX,X2, ..., be i.i.d. with EXi=0, EX=82
and

ElXi = p < 0.

then
1 P( x) - Exs1= for all ect.

· Below is a famous result of Kolmogrow on the convergence rate
inthe SLLN.

16) Kolmogrow's law ofiterated logarithm)
LetX,X2, ..., be i.i.d. with ESXi)= 0 andVar(Xi)=1.

then almost surely,

i reogiog*, rglogn*",
where Sn =x, t.. + Xn.



Below we state the CLTin RRP.

Thm3. 17. Let X, X2, ...be i.i.d. random vectors in Ind

with EXn= F, and finite covariances

Fi,=E) (Xn,i-Mi) (Xr,j-Mj)) for i, jad.

Set Sn= X,+... + Xn. Then

inM, X,
where I has a multivariate normal distribution with

means andcovariance =(Fi,s).


